The Original Industry Leader

Over 400,000 Systems Installed and Supported by Our Distributors Worldwide since 1985.

- LONGEST UL Stove Top listed System in the Industry
- UNMATCHED Customer Service and Technical Support
- OVER 500 Distributors

The most trusted and only UL/ULC System listed on the market.

CALL US TODAY 1.800.786.2178

All locations mentioned are still subject to the discretion and approval of use by the local AHJ. The Guardian Systems are not intended for protection of commercial or restaurant-style appliances or cooking areas.

www.guardianssi.com
8701 John Carpenter Freeway Suite 230 Dallas TX 75247

Superior Fire Suppression for Commercial Occupancies Where Residential Style Appliances Are in Use
Updated, Integrative CPU Board
- Monitored pressure gauge
- Self-Diagnostic CPU board
- Pull-pin holder for arming the system
- Alarm connection for trouble and activation signal
- Quick and easy plug connectors
- RF transmitter and receiver for wireless shutoff connections

Selective Code Officials Recommend and Accept the GUARDIAN SYSTEM™
For Commercial Occupancies Where Residential Appliances Are Used

Industries served:
- Churches
- Firestations
- Day Care Centers
- Home Economic Labs

G600B:
The first and only fire suppression system that works with an over-the-range microwave.

Superior Fire Suppression for Commercial Occupancies
Where Residential Style Appliances Are in Use

Installation time less than 1 hour
Pre-Assembled, Pre-Engineered
Proven Reliability
Simple Installation
Superior Design

UL Subject 300A, UL 299, UL 864, NFPA 10 • See ICC-ES Listing, No. 1166 at www.icc-es-pmg.org